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Abstract: A simple one-dimensional spring-block chain with asymmetric interactions is considered to model an ide-
alized single-lane highway traffic. The main elements of the system are blocks (modeling cars), springs
with unidirectional interactions (modeling distance-keeping interactions between neighbors), static and ki-
netic friction (modeling inertia of drivers and cars) and spatiotemporal disorder in the values of these fric-
tion forces (modeling differences in the driving attitudes). The traveling chain of cars correspond to the
dragged spring-block system. Contrary to most of the studies in the field of highway traffic here we focus
on a measure characteristic for one car in the row. Our statistical analysis for the spring-block chain pre-
dicts a non-trivial and rich complex behavior. As a function of the disorder level in the system a dynamic
phase-transition is observed. For low disorder levels uncorrelated slidings of blocks are revealed while for
high disorder levels correlated avalanches dominates.
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1. Introduction

Road traffic is a non-linear complex phenomenon whichstrongly affects our everyday life. Within this phenomenonvarious forms of collective behavior may be detected. Thesimplest possible form of traffic is the one on a singlehighway lane. The motion of the queue in this simpleform of traffic is primarily governed by the leading carand the statistics of driving attitudes. This simple sit-uation becomes already quite complex if the first car ismoving slowly and the differences between the driving at-titudes are substantial. In such situations the queue will
∗E-mail: ferenc.jarai@phys.ubbcluj.ro

evolve non-continuously in avalanches of different sizes,and jams of different magnitudes will continuously appear.Unfortunately, such situations are common in our every-day life, so understanding and modeling it is important inorder to optimize our society.
Traffic studies tend to discover fundamental rules in dif-ferent kind of transport systems that are essential for oursocial and economic efficiency. Accordingly, in this fieldmany theoretical models have been developed. The studyof traffic begins early in 1935 with the pioneering work ofGreenshields [1]. In 1955 Lighthill and Whitham publishedthe oldest and most popular macroscopic model based onthe theory of fluid dynamics [2]. After these early works,and motivated by the explosive increase in road traffic, anavalanche of publications in leading international jour-nals began. These models can be classified into four cat-
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egories: microscopic models, macroscopic models, cellularautomata models and non-traditional models. Detaileddescription and analysis of such traffic models can befound in many review articles [3–6]. More recently, thenonlinear effects of small perturbations have encouragedthe development of stochastic models [7] for the highwaytraffic. A complete review of these traffic studies can befound in the recent work of Nagatani [8], or in Kerner’sbook [9]. Despite of many studies in the field, due to thecomplexity of the problem, there are several phenomenawhich are still not well understood.In order to get familiar with the complexity of the trafficand with the typical non-linear avalanche-like phenomenathat can easily occur in highway traffic, let us imagine thatwe are driving on a highway in the middle of a car queue.The traffic is normal with a laminar flow structure shownin Figure 1a. Suddenly, the driver of the car located infront of us sees something and slows down a bit. To avoidcollision, we should slow down only a bit, we should onlyreduce the foot pressure on the gas pedal. But, being con-centrated to the car audio system instead we observe a lit-tle later the event and consequently we are forced to stepthe brakes. Seeing our braking lights, the driver behindus suddenly brakes and stops at the lane. A small eventcaused, thus, a substantial change in the traffic flow pat-tern. A wave consisting of cars with higher density formsand the laminar flow turns into a start-stop-start-stop mo-tion of cars caused by temporary traffic jams that appearand propagate as sketched in Figure 1b.

Figure 1. Traffic with normal, laminar flow structure (a) and traffic
with jams (b).

Such situations are investigated in the present work bymeans of computer simulations. A simple spring-blocktype model with asymmetric interactions is used to modelthe phenomenon and the effect of parameters having majorinfluences on the dynamics of the system will be investi-gated. For some model parameters, interesting collectivebehavior is found and it is statistically studied. Up to ourknowledge real experimental data describing the dynam-ics of cars in such idealized situation (cars restricted toone lane only and moving with a constant average flux)is not available. Only one qualitative experiment focusingon the formation of the jams exists without any statisti-cal data collection [10]. Therefore, at this stage the studyhas to limit itself on pure modeling, and the test of the

results rely simply on our everyday experience. If in sim-ulations a simulated quantity proves to be relevant, thentargeted experiments can be then planned, and both theassumptions of the model and the predicted collective be-havior can be later verified. In this sense the present workintends to motivate also further experimental works.
2. The spring-block model
A model family with broad interdisciplinary applicationsis the spring-block type models. Previously we have usedthem successfully to study complex systems which haveshown self-organization phenomena. This model familywas introduced in 1967 by R. Burridge and L. Knopoff [11]to explain the empirical law of Guttenberg and Richter[12] on the size distribution of earthquakes.This earthquake model consists of simple elements: blocksthat can slide with friction on a horizontal plane con-nected in a lattice-like topology by springs. In theone-dimensional version of the model, the involved tec-tonic plates are modeled by two surfaces and their rela-tive motion is governed by the sliding of the spring-blocksystem on the lower surface. The upper surface (to whicheach block is connected by a spring) is dragged with aconstant velocity. Sliding of the blocks is realized byavalanches, as they are following the motion of the upperplate. These avalanches correspond to earthquakes andthe energies dissipated by friction show power law typedistribution as in case of the Guttenberg-Richter law.Subsequently, due to the spectacular development of com-puters and computational methods, this simple modelproved to be very useful in describing many phenomena indifferent areas of science. Most of the collective phenom-ena that occur on mesoscopic scale in solid materials canbe modeled by spring-block models. The model is almostalways usable when one has to deal with avalanches ofdifferent nature, complex dynamics or structure formationby collective behavior. Recently, this model has been ap-plied successfully to explain the formation of structuresobtained in drying granular materials in contact with asurface [14], to study the fractures with curved topologiesin wet granular materials [15], to understand the formationof self-organized nanostructures produced by capillary ef-fects [16–18], to study the magnetization processes andBarkhausen noise [19] and to describe glass fragmentation[20]. Based on the previous examples, one can concludethat the spring-block type models are fully applicable tothe study of complex collective behavior in systems of dif-ferent nature.The spring-block model for idealized single lane highwaytraffic can be imagined as a chain of blocks (see Fig-
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Figure 2. Sketch of the spring-block chain considered here to model
the idealized single lane highway traffic.

ure 2), modeling cars, connected by springs which rep-resent some distance keeping interactions between them.This interaction represents the will of drivers to keep acertain distance from the car ahead. Therefore, in orderto be realistic, these springs cannot be real, bi-directionalmechanical springs because in case of traffic without ac-cidents this distance keeping interaction acts only on thecar in the back. The front car is never pulled back orpushed ahead by the car from behind unless there is acollision. Accordingly, the action-reaction principle is vi-olated and, in this sense, this spring-block system cannotbe a considered as a typical mechanical system.Another important ingredient that has to be incorporatedin the model is the disorder in the system generated bythe driving style of drivers. From our point of view, thisshould be the drivers’ inertia which indicates how quicklythe driver can react to a certain event or how quickly canfollow the velocity change of the car ahead. This is in-troduced via friction forces between the blocks and theplane on which they slide. These friction forces are gen-erated randomly and independently for each new positionof each of the blocks. As a first approximation we considera normal distribution with a fixed mean Fm and standarddeviation σ . As a result of this, the disorder introducedis both spatial and temporal. Spatial disorder means dif-ferences in driving styles while temporal disorder meansfluctuations of driving attitudes in time.Moreover, in analogy with real mechanical systems, staticand kinetic friction forces are considered denoted by Fsand Fk , respectively. As in usual classical mechanics sys-tems, the static force is considered to be greater than thekinetic one, and for simplicity in our model their ratio iskept constant
f = Fk

Fs
.

Here we have to note that for all the presented simulations
f = 0.8 has been used. Of course, this parameter is anadjustable one and its influence on the dynamics of thesystem is planned to be investigated later.Regarding the distribution of the friction forces one morecomment needs to be added: when static friction forcesare randomly updated in each new position of the blocks,the kinetic friction force is updated, too. As a result, both

the kinetic and static friction forces acting on blocks willfluctuate in time and in space.The motion of the block queue is simulated in discretesimulation steps. For each step it corresponds the sametime length dt = 1, fixing the unit for simulation timeand the possibility to handle easily the stochasticity inthe equations of motion. Due to this choice we do nothave possibility to define a velocity for the first block, andfor us a given mean value of static friction Fm and springconstant k implicitly corresponds to a fixed drag velocity.Accordingly, the motion of the queue is governed by thedrag step (the movement of the first block) which is keptconstant in time. In each unit of time the first block movesahead in steps of length d0. In the present simulations forthe spring-block row a step limit of dmax = 1 is imposed.This represents a kind of speed-limit for the units in thesystem. It is important to realize that by changing thedrag step value we do not change the velocity of the firstblock. Instead of this we consider either a finer (for small
d0 values) or a rough (for large d0 values) approximationof the continuous dynamics.The length unit in the simulation is defined by the lengthof a single block L = 1. In order to simulate the simplestdynamics without accidents, a minimum distance betweenblocks dmin = 0.3 is imposed. This distance is consideredto be also the equilibrium length l0 of the asymmetricsprings.The motion of each block is governed by the total forceacting on it. The force unit in the model has been selectedby considering that all springs have the spring constant
k = 1. Unit elastic force acts on the block from behindwhen the distance between the two blocks is (dmin + 1)expressed in simulation length units.With this force unit we fix the mean value of the normaldistribution for friction forces Fm = 4, and in the followingthe σ parameter is considered to be the main parametergoverning the disorder in the system.Therefore, in this study, the model will have two free pa-rameters: the drag step d0 of the first block and the dis-order level in the static/kinetic friction σ . All other modelparameters have been fixed as dmin = 0.3, dmax = 1.0 and
Fm = 4.0 and they will not be explicitly noted in our laterdiscussion.Blocks are labeled after their ordinal number in the row sothat the dragged block (the first in the queue) has label 1,the next one label 2, and so on until the number of blocksin the queue N. Their position will be noted by x(i), where
i = 1, N.The simulation follows the typical steps of a simplifiedmolecular dynamics simulation summarized bellow.

I) All blocks are visited and the spring force Fspring act-
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ing on each block is calculated
F (i)
spring(t) = k

[
x(i−1)(t − 1)− x(i)(t − 1)− L− l0] . (1)

If the block is at rest (its previous displacement is 0)the spring force is compared to the static friction. If
F (i)
spring(t) 6 F (i)

s (t) the static friction equals the springforce and the total force acting on the block will be
F (i)
t = 0, (2)

and the block will remain at rest in this step. Onthe contrary, if F (i)
spring(t) < F (i)

s (t) the block will startto move and the kinetic friction force is added to thespring force and
F (i)
t = F (i)

spring − F
(i)
k . (3)

The total force is similarly calculated, when the blockis not at rest (its previous displacement differs from0).
II) All blocks are visited and, based on forces F (i)

t cal-culated in simulation step I, their displacements ∆x(i)are calculated. The displacement of the first block is∆x(1) = d0 which represents the constant drag stepof the first block. For the rest of the blocks i = 2, Nthe displacement is calculated by using the equationof classical mechanics with dt = 1
∆x(i)(t) = ∆x(i)(t − 1) + AF (i)(t), (4)

where A = 12m , m being the mass of a block. Inour simulations this constant is chosen to be A = 1which fixes the mass of blocks to m = 0.5 expressedin simulation units.
III) For the calculated displacements, the block step limit

dmax is applied which means that all displacementvalues grater than dmax are set to be dmax .IV) All blocks are visited following their ordinal numbersand their new positions are calculated
x(i)(t) = x(i)(t − 1) + ∆x(i)(t). (5)

Here the only restriction is that the minimum distance
dmin between blocks has to be respected.

V) Quantities of interest for the selected block are de-tected and stored for later analysis.
Steps I-V are repeated until enough data is collected forthe statistical analysis.

3. Results of modeling
The dynamics of the system is illustrated with a shortqueue of 50 blocks in Figure 3. The first block is movingto the right with small drag step d0 = 0.01. The snapshotsare taken on the time steps indicated in the figure. It hasto be noted that between time steps 1000 and 1100 thepropagation of an avalanche through the whole system isobservable. Based on a visual comparison with the realexperiment of Sugiyama [10] the model system dynamicsseems to be realistic.

Figure 3. Time evolution of a queue with 50 blocks.

In real traffic conditions the experimental data are usu-ally collected by detectors located at fixed places. Ac-cordingly, the most studied quantity related to traffic flowis the vehicle flow (the number of passing cars in a giventime interval). There are also some other related and mea-sured quantities like time headways, time clearances andtime occupancy (for the definition of these measures onecan consult the review work [4]). These quantities are,however relevant for the whole system and not focusingon a single car in the row. In the present work we turnthe question around and we focus on what a driver stuckin the middle of the queue is experiencing.In such view, in our one-lane traffic model the stop-timedistribution g(τ) is a relevant measure. This stop-timedistribution describes the distribution of time intervalsduring which a given driver is not moving. In other words,
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this distribution function g(τ) determines the probabilitythat the rest time of the car is τ. Alternatively, the cumu-lative distribution function g>(τ) may be defined, whichgives us the probability that the stop-time of a car is big-ger than τ. Based on the distribution function the meanstop-time and the stop-time standard deviation may becalculated. In real traffic systems this stop-time statis-tics characterizes the flow of the traffic from the point ofview of a single driver. It also gives a hint on how pre-dictable the traffic flow is for the driver. For instance, ifthe stop-time distribution has a narrow peak, drivers canpredict how much time they are blocked in the traffic. Onthe contrary, for a power-law type long tail distributionthe waiting times are unpredictable.First, let us investigate how the position of a block in thequeue is influencing its stop-time distribution. In Figure 4the stop-time distributions of different blocks in the roware presented for a fixed small drag step d0 = 0.01 anddisorder in the static friction forces σ = 0.4. In thesesimulations N = 1000 blocks have been used and thedistribution function is constructed using the statistics of100000 stop-times. From this results it can be learned thatafter a certain number of blocks (transient distance), thecumulative stop-time distribution converges to the samefunction. Therefore, in order to be sure that the averagebehavior of a single block is studied, in our later inves-tigations a block after this transient distance has to beselected. The form of the single block stop-time distribu-tion function will be discussed later.

Figure 4. Stop-time distributions for different block positions i. The
plotted results are obtained from a statistics of 100000
stop-times.

Another more illuminating analysis may be performed ifone looks at the stop-time averages and standard devi-ations. First, their dependence on the drag step is in-vestigated. The position of the studied block is fixed at

the middle of the queue i = 500 and several disorder lev-els σ = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 are imposed. The results areplotted in Figure 5. As one may observe, except for highdrag step values the average stop-time 〈τ〉 and the stan-dard deviation of stop-times ∆(τ) scale with the drag stepfollowing a 1
d0 functional dependence. In order to under-stand these scalings we have to remind ourselves again,that the drag step is not equivalent with a drag veloc-ity, and all this is a result of the fact that the simulationtime-step was fixed a priori to dt = 1. This means that ifone wants to get close to a realistic, continuum dynamics,the drag step has to be lowered to infinitesimally smallvalues. Changing the drag step is in fact equivalent toa change in the time-length dt of a simulation step andthus influences only the real time of a simulation step,and implicitly everything else which is measured in timeunits. Therefore, this scaling suggests only that the simu-lations are performed in the right continuum limit. Basedon our results we find that this limit is reached if dragsteps smaller than 0.1 are selected.

Figure 5. Stop-time averages (bottom) and standard deviations (top)
depending on the drag step calculated for the 500th block
in a queue of 1000 blocks. These quantities are calculated
from 100000 stop-times.

Concerning the dynamics of the studied system interestingand non trivial results may be obtained if one looks atthe influence of the friction force disorder level σ on thestop-time averages and standard deviations. In this sense
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a series of simulations have been performed for severaldrag step values between 0.01 and 0.1. The position of thestudied block is fixed at the middle of the queue (i = 500),and the averages and standard deviations are calculatedfor 100000 stop-times. The simulation results are plottedon Figure 6.

Figure 6. Stop-time averages (bottom) and standard deviations (top)
depending on the disorder in static friction calculated for
the 500th block in a queue of 1000 blocks. These quantities
are calculated from 100000 stop-times.

On the one hand, as it is expected based on our previousconsiderations, the statistical behavior of the system fordifferent and small enough drag steps is the same. On theother hand, for all the curves, at a certain disorder level(σ ' 0.7) a maximum in the stop-time average may bedetected. This result shows us that in our simple trafficsystem there is a “worst” disorder level in driving atti-tudes (modeled by friction forces) for which the average

stop-time of a block in the row is maximum. Moreover, inthe case of the stop-times standard deviation as a func-tion of the mean disorder in the friction force value, at this“worst” disorder level an inflection point may be detected.
Therefore, based on these observations we can concludethat this simple spring-block system apparently exhibitstwo different types of behavior as a function of the disorderlevel in the system. At low disorder levels in the frictionforces the average stop-time scales with the disorder level.This scaling law disappears however for higher disorderlevels. Since this change in the system dynamics appearsfor a certain disorder level, we consider it as a disor-
der induced phase transition similar with the one recentlyobtained in the spring-block model of magnetization phe-nomena [19]. This phase transition is a higher-order one,because a peak only in the derivative of the stop-time’sstandard deviation is detectable.
In order to take a closer look at the nature of this ather-mal phase transition detected in our spring-block systemstop-time distributions of a single block are analyzed.Three disorder levels σ = 0.4, 0.6, 0.9 are selected whichcorrespond to values lower than, close to, and higher thanthe critical disorder level.
The distribution functions are constructed from 100000simulated stop-times and they are plotted in the left panelof Figure 7 for different drag steps of d0 = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1.As it is immediately observable, near the critical disorderlevel (central graph on the left panel of Figure 7) there aretwo peaks with the same magnitude in the stop-time dis-tribution function best visible for drag step d0 = 0.01. Atlower disorder levels (top graph on left panel of Figure 7)the first peak disappears and the stop-time distributionof long stop-times will be close to a normal distribution.This may be explained if we suppose that in this regionthe motion of blocks is independent to each other and itis mainly influenced by friction forces generated randomlyfrom a normal distribution. On the contrary, at higher dis-order levels (bottom graph on left panel of Figure 7) thefirst peak, which has an exponential nature, will have themost important contribution to the stop-time distributionfunction suggesting stops that are induced by collectiveeffects. It is extremely important to note that these expo-nential curves fall into a single one in the case of differ-ent drag steps. Taking into account our previous resultsconcerning the 〈τ〉 ∼ 1

d0 scaling of average stop-times,this observation gives us an evidence that this part of thestop-time distribution is not depending on the stop-timeaverages and it is caused by an avalanche-like collectivemotion of blocks.
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Figure 7. Stop-time distributions (left) and normalized stop-time distributions (right) of a single block in the middle of a queue for different disorder
levels of the friction force.

The same data may be analyzed from another point ofview if the distribution of normalized stop-times τ
〈τ〉 is con-structed. These curves are plotted on the right panel ofFigure 7. It is immediately observable that the Gaussianparts of distribution functions fall into a single curve. Thisconfirms our previous presumption that the block motionsat small disorder levels are mainly independent to eachother which causes that the resultant distribution of nor-malized stop-times to be the same.Therefore, our simulation results show that the stud-ied spring-block system may exhibit non-trivial, crit-ical behavior. Through the detected disorder in-duced higher-order phase transition the independentblock motions will be organized to a highly correlatedavalanche-like collective motion of the queue.

4. Conclusions
In summary, in the present paper a simple spring-blocktype model with asymmetric interactions has been usedto model the simplest possible, idealized form of trafficwhich happens on one single highway lane with a con-stant average flux of cars. The spring-block chain dragged

by constant steps of the leading block predicts non-trivial,complex behavior even for this simple form of traffic. Ourinvestigations have been performed by a series of com-puter simulations targeting the effect of the relevant pa-rameters on the model dynamics. The study focused ona measure which is relevant for one driver (block) in thequeue: the distribution of the rest times. The majorityof earlier studies considered however the vehicle flow atfixed points. As a result, it was concluded that at lowdisorder levels in friction forces the dynamics is governedby uncorrelated sliding of the blocks. On the contrary,at higher disorder levels the dynamics of the block slidingself-organizes into an avalanche-like motion of the blocks.The transition between these domains is realized througha disorder induced phase transition whose effects are de-tectable in stop-time averages and standard deviations,too.
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